Research Ethics

Research articles involving human research or animal experiments must have an attached document or letter of authorization/permission to conduct the research study obtained from the Research Ethics Committee on Human and Animal Study.

1. Demonstrate a high level of honesty and integrity. Refrain from putting in other research works into your work or copying from others and making other studies/ideas as your own. Your research article that has been submitted for publication should not be resubmitted to another journal. Research articles should only be published in one (1) academic journal. When making another article for the same study, mention and provide proper citation and referencing to the original work so as not to confuse or mislead your new article as a new idea or contribution.

2. Always provide the appropriate reference to individuals or sources of information used or stated in your article to support your research.

3. Do not just take into account the academic benefits when conducting research and writing research articles. Always take into consideration the privacy and the human rights of the people involved. Do not ignore, violate, or infringe the privacy and the human right of others.